New ladders protect workers and surfaces

GREENVILLE, Pa. — R. D. Werner Co., Inc. has introduced two ladders designed for safety and surface protection.

The True Grip extension ladder increases slip-resistance, protects surfaces from damage, increases ladder contact area and provides "super gripping" for added safety.

It features replaceable rubber pads and disposable fleece bonnets. Rail clamps adjust to rail width and transfer the work load to the rails.

The Level-Master aluminum automatic ladder leveler adjusts and locks for uneven surfaces. Automatic leveling is provided via a double rack and pinion action, attached by a shaft through the bottom rung of the ladder. When the ladder is unweighted and held vertically, the leveler lock releases.

When both feet are lowered to the ground, the legs automatically adjust and the weight of the ladder locks the leveler device.

This new ladder accessory is attached to the ladder with bolts that lock it into the siderails. It has a maximum adjustment of 8-1/2 inches and when mounted is 54-1/2 inches wider than the ladder.

For more information on the True Grip extension ladder or any Werner product contact R. D. Werner Co., Inc., P. O. Box 580, Greenville, Pa. 16125. (412) 588-8800.

---

Salsco offers three new chippers

CHESHIRE, Conn. — The new Salsco Stallion chipper/shredders line lists three models: 5-hp Briggs, 7.9-hp OHV Kawasaki, and 8-hp Briggs.

These units will handle 3-1/2-inch logs in the chipper side, and brush up to 3/4-inch thick in the shredder side.

Salsco also has introduced a powered curber. Weighing only 172 pounds, this compact machine is easily transported. It installs straight and curved curbing.

The machine is propelled by a 5-hp Briggs and Stratton engine which compacts material into the mold. Its size (48-by-23 inches) makes it ideal for curbing driveways, parking lots and around planted areas.

Contact Salsco, Inc., 105 School House Road, Cheshire, Conn. 06410 (800)-8-Salsco.

---

Tahoe 501 makes various lighting effects possible

WESTLAKE VILLAGE, Calif. — The Tahoe 501 is part of a new, patented, low-voltage series of 6-inch miniature bollards. It was created to furnish landscape professionals with a tool providing unlimited ways to devise outdoor lighting effects with a dramatic yet inconspicuous fixture.

Featuring a concealed light source, projecting onto an inverted opal cone, Tahoe 501 results in a wide, circular light distribution area, ideal for any garden lighting purpose.

Machined from aluminum, it is zinc chromate conversion coated and finished with baked thermoplastic polyester powder.

Contact Lumiere Design and Manufacturing, 31360 Via Colinas, Bldg. 101, Westlake Village, Calif. 91362 or call 818-991-2211.

---

Sand trap pump removes water

GREAT MEADOWS, N. J. — Partac Peat Corporation has introduced a new sand trap pump for fast puddle removal.

"Just place the pump in the water and start pumping," Partac notes. It will not clog, and easily pumps 20 gallons per minute without electricity.

Made of lightweight (2.5 pounds) galvanized steel, it is said to solve a superintendent's chronic headache. Sweeping is eliminated. The base disc prevents mud from entering the pump, and the flexible piston and valve are unaffected by sand. It won't make a bigger hole.

Contact Partac Peat Corporation, Kelsey Park, Great Meadows, N. J. 07838. (800) 247-2326 or (908) 637-4151.

---

Tire changer for golf cars offered

ENTERPRISE, Utah — A small tire changer originally intended to serve the ATV market may become a useful tool to the golf industry.

The product of ARC-TEC is said to work very well with other small tires such as golf car tires, riding lawn mower tires, small trailer tires and wheelbarrow wheels.

Contact Merrill W. Fisher, P. O. Box 402, Enterprise, Utah 84725. (801) 878-2583.

---